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Dear Ms Wellard 

Reply evidence to union opinions 

Thank you for Meridian’s emailed correspondence of Thursday 10 September (around 3pm) 
referring to two Deloitte Access Economics reports dated 25 June 2015:  

1. The modern face of weekend work: survey results and analysis for Meridian (the 
“Weekend report”) that was filed on behalf of employer parties in support of their 
penalty rates claim during the Fair Work Commission’s four yearly review of modern 
awards; and 

2. The effect of the Pharmacy Industry Award (PIA) 2010 on community pharmacy in 
Australia for the Pharmacy Guild of Australia (the “PIA report”), also previously provided 
to you as evidence in the review. 

On 4 September 2015 the union parties filed their expert opinions (which I understand you 
received on 7 September 2015).  The Commission required reply evidence from the employer 
parties in relation to these opinions, and this document represents my reply as requested by 
Meridian.  

I have reviewed, and reply to the union reports, as identified by you, that comment on the 
Weekend and PIA reports or deal with specific industry issues as follows.   

Section 1: Australian Council of Trade Unions 

 Raymond Markey: The continuing importance of penalty rates for weekend work: a review 
of the evidence (comments on the Weekend report) 

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
MarkeyReport-ACTU-040915.pdf 

Section 2: United Voice 

 Olav Muurlink: Response to literature review and quantitative work in the Weekend report  

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
UV-Muurlink2-040915.pdf 

 Damian Oliver: Impact of penalty rates on wages of hospitality workers 

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
UV-Oliver-040915.pdf 
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Section 3: Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association 

 Sara Charlesworth and  Fiona Macdonald provides additional AWALI and qualitative 
analysis about work life interference1 

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
expert2-SDA-040915.pdf 

 Sara Charlesworth report on questions and matters referred to in the Weekend Report  

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
expert3-SDA-040915.pdf 

 Helen Bartley (Bartley Consulting)  regarding both of our reports and another one 

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
expert9-SDA-040915.pdf 

 Martin O’Brien: Regression Analysis in the PIA report 

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/sites/awardsmodernfouryr/AM2014305-
expert8-SDA-040915.pdf 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Lynne Pezzullo  
Lead Partner, Health Economics and Social Policy 
Deloitte Access Economics Pty Ltd 
 

 

 

                                                             
1
 Charlesworth corrects an error in her other report. 
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1 ACTU  

1.1 Raymond Markey re Weekend report - 
Summary 

Markey’s arguments focus on the following main issues. 

1. Comments about the profile of workers receiving penalty rates – this section 
is short and provides little disagreement with our work, but concludes by citing 
a Centre-Left body that assumes away the employment response as ‘evidence’ 
that economic theory does not hold in practice. 

2. Markey then asserts that there is inadequate evidence that penalty rates 
may be one factor causing reduced staffing levels or that they could have an 
adverse effect on employment levels and, rather, claims that changes in staff 
levels only ever reflect demand fluctuations. At the same time, he says it is 
possible that there is an employment effect, which is what we note in our 
study. 

3. Markey agrees that people who work weekends may have particular 
characteristics that make them more likely to work weekends, but disagrees 
that work life balance outcomes are explained by many more factors other 
than just working hours, income and being a parent.  He also makes a number 
of peripheral observations that do not really impact our report’s evidence. 

1.2 Issues and replies 

1.2.1 Profile of workers on penalty rates 

A. Paras 5-7: Markey notes that many workers on penalty rates are among the low paid, 
and working unsocial hours is not the experience of a majority of workers, and our report is 
in agreement. He also notes that our analysis shows the growth in the proportion of 
weekend workers who are dependant students living at home, around 22% of the total. 
Markey emphasises the larger share are not dependant.   

 We naturally concur.  Our point was simply to observe that the particular dependant 
student group is a growing share of the total. 

B. Para 8: Markey provides a retail industry case study by the McKell Institute (2014)2 which 
estimates the total losses to retail workers in rural NSW due to a partial penalty rate cut to 
be between $89 million and $226 million and losses due to abolition to be between $164 
million and $315 million.  

                                                             
2 http://mckellinstitute.org.au/wp-content/uploads/pdf/McKell_Penalty_Rates_WEB.pdf 
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 The paper self-acknowledges that it “has modelled hypothetical scenarios” (p17). The 
paper assumes there is no wage elasticity of demand; so, of course, if it is assumed that 
there is no employment response, then reducing wages reduces income.  However, to 
purport to prove that there is no employment response, and hence losses, is incorrect 
as you can’t just assume away any actual impact. 

1.2.2 Employment effects 

A. Para 9: Markey attempts to attack the 28%/33% non-response rates for Saturdays and 
Sundays respectively on Q15, even while noting that people who don’t work those days 
would not respond for the day they don’t work and that those working in larger 
organisations may not have knowledge regarding overall staffing.  

 There is nothing noteworthy about this; two-thirds to three quarters is an excellent 
response rate and recent evidence also suggests that the expense of increasing 
response rates is frequently not justified given the marginal differences in survey 
accuracy3.  

B. Para 10-11: Markey claims that, for the group of people for whom both hours reduce and 
workload increases, the increased workload can only be coincidental or due to ‘operational 
factors’.  He acknowledges, however, that it is ‘possible’ that penalty rates are a factor.   

 We do not attribute this only to penalty rates, as Markey claims; rather, we indicate 
that this is in line with what economic theory would suggest and cannot be ignored as 
one driver.  Markey concludes that more research would be needed to determine the 
exact extent of all factors. We agree, but logically cannot rule out that penalty rates 
may be having an employment impact here, as Markey does rule out when he 
summarises in para 4 that ‘changes to staffing levels on the weekend are simply due to 
fluctuations in demand’.  It is difficult to see how the data supports the conclusion that 
demand factors are overwhelmingly responsible for reduced staff by saying it is 
because the proportion is similar for those who perceived fewer staff and lower 
workloads; in this case demand and supply are both working in the same direction.4 
Moreover, Markey does not provide any evidence that employers may not increase 
staff due to the ‘capacity of the facility’; rather, this is purely speculative and it is 

                                                             
3 Visser, Penny S., Jon A. Krosnick, Jesse Marquette, and Michael Curtin. 1996. “Mail Surveys for Election 
Forecasting? An Evaluation of the Colombia Dispatch Poll.” Public Opinion Quarterly 60: 181–227.   

Keeter, Scott, Courtney Kennedy, Michael Dimock, Jonathan Best and Peyton Craighill. 2006. “Gauging the 
Impact of Growing Nonresponse on Estimates from a National RDD Telephone Survey.” Public Opinion 
Quarterly. 70(5): 759–779  

Curtin, Richard, Stanley Presser and Eleanor Singer. 2000. "The Effects of Response Rate Changes on the Index 
of Consumer Sentiment." Public Opinion Quarterly 64(4): 413–428.   

Holbrook, Allyson, Jon Krosnick, and Alison Pfent. 2007. “The Causes and Consequences of Response Rates in 
Surveys by the News Media and Government Contractor Survey Research Firms.” In Advances in telephone 
survey methodology, ed. James M. Lepkowski, N. Clyde Tucker, J. Michael Brick, Edith D. De Leeuw, Lilli Japec, 
Paul J. Lavrakas, Michael W. Link, and Roberta L. Sangster. New York: Wiley 

Rok Seon Choung, G. Richard Locke III, Cathy D. Schleck, Jeanette Y. Ziegenfuss, Timothy J. Beebe, Alan R. 
Zinsmeister, Nicholas J. Talley. 2013. "A low response rate does not necessarily indicate non-response bias in 
gastroenterology survey research: a population-based study." Journal of Public Health February 2013, Volume 
21, Issue 1, pp 87-95 

4 Markey’s qualifications do not appear to be in economics, but in political science.   
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difficult to envisage many situations where an extra staff person could physically not be 
accommodated in a facility such as a hotel, retail store or pharmacy.   

C. Paras 12-13: Markey claims that “any work commitments on a Friday evening or 
Saturday are…unsociable”.   

 This is contradicted by Sara Charlesworth’s evidence that some people like working 
weekends because they enjoy their co-workers’ company (a “nice group of co-workers” 
p18). Some staff also enjoy the company of their patrons5, so sociability can also be 
achieved for some people at some times in this way.  

• Markey also claims that two questions were asked about use of services, one 
asking what day of the week people (not just “employees”, as he states) 
prefer to use services; this is Q22 of the survey and he has no issue with it.  

• He claims that a second question asked how much more likely 
people were to use a particular kind of service on a Saturday or Sunday than 
on the average weekday.  Such a question was not asked.   

• Q20 asked how many times per week people accessed services 
and at what times, and Q21 asked about the reasons for accessing at those 
times.  Analysis of the data then derived the likelihood conclusions.   

• Markey also claims that the lack of specificity about ‘weekday’ is somehow 
problematic for respondents to answer; however, there is no evidence that 
this was the case in the response rates, consistency of responses, comments, 
or the fact that the word “weekday” is in common use and people 
understand the concept. Moreover, pay rates are varied based on Saturday, 
Sunday and “weekday” and time of day, hence the appropriateness of using 
this formulation in the survey. 

D. Paras 14-16: Markey argues that there is no possible relationship between opening 
hours, penalty rates and preferences.   

 This is because Markey, while acknowledging it is possible, does not accept as per 
1.2.2B above that (in line with economic theory and supply and demand drivers), fewer 
hours and higher workload could in part be driven by penalty rates. That said, there is 
no arguing from the survey and other evidence that opening hours are indeed more 
limited on weekends6, and preferences for using these services at these times is indeed 
higher and thus facilities are in many cases more crowded than on weekdays 
(e.g. supermarkets on Saturday mornings, pubs on Saturday nights), and that therefore 
those who prefer to use services on weekdays may be avoiding the crowds (e.g. 
pensioners shopping on weekdays instead).   

 Moreover, as noted in the PIA report, pharmacy industry data shows a decline in 
trading hours over 2009 to 2014 with 94% of businesses reporting closing on public 
holidays and 89% on Sundays due to the burden of penalty rates.    

                                                             
5 There are many examples online, for example in after hours hospitality: “The worst part is when the night 
ends, you just want to be around the fun, loving atmosphere all the time, it just lifts everyone’s spirits seeing 
happy faces and people full of excitement and joy.” 
http://au.indeed.com/cmp/Spotless/reviews?fcountry=AU&fjobtitle=ALL&start=20 
6
 This is demonstrated, for example, by the 240 responses noting that the timing of their service access is driven 

by services not being open on weekends. 

http://au.indeed.com/cmp/Spotless/reviews?fcountry=AU&fjobtitle=ALL&start=20
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E. Para 17: Markey argues that there is no evidence that owner-manager employers 
increase their own hours of work and reduce those of employees to avoid penalty rates. 

 Our report does not claim this, so we are agreed.7 

F. Paras 18-19 on wage elasticity of demand: Markey claims that the academic research 
cited in our report is flawed, including that by Price (2005) – which Markey claims does not 
discuss penalty rates except for two mentions, and that by Lewis (2014, 2015) –  which he 
claims is hypothetical.   

 As penalty rates are incurred by extended trading hours, which entail working on 
Sunday, it is not a misrepresentation that Price’s report looks at the effects of penalty 
rates as an extension.  This is clearly outlined in the report and the findings similarly 
acknowledged.  Lewis (2014, 2015) are not cited in our report.8 

G. Paras 20-21: Markey argues there is limited evidence that minimum wages have a 
negative net employment impact.  

 Our report acknowledges the ambiguous overall effect of a minimum wage on 
employment, particularly with regards to different industries, and makes no definitive 
claim on the relationship between the two variables. However, it does note studies that 
find the relationship and those that do not, acknowledging either could be the case. 

H. Para 22: Markey cites OECD data comparing average unemployment levels with 
statutory minimum wages and concludes no sufficient correlation between the two 
variables.    

 However, the data represented in the OECD table provides a minimum wage average of 
two measures over the twenty-year period 1993-2013, making it ill-suited for a static 
comparison with unemployment (it is uncertain from the table when or from where this 
particular rate has been taken). Multiple regression analysis would be required to draw 
robust conclusions. 

I. Paras 23-24: Markey claims that minimum wages have no employment effects but just 
substitute employee wages for employer profits.   

 Our report does not dispute the redistribution effect but notes as per para 1.2.2D 
above that there is existing evidence for reduced trading and hours worked. 

1.2.3 Role of the weekend 

A. Paras 25-27: Markey states that data from Lewis (2014) on time allocation of workers 
ignores the fact that averaging minutes over a diverse population and over a year misses 
the nuances of relativities between demographics and activities.   

 However, Lewis (2014) is not cited in our report, and the main purpose is not for sub-
group analysis in any case. 

                                                             
7 Economics and common sense would suggest that this would only happen if the opportunity cost of employer 
time was lower than the penalty rate plus on-costs, and if owner-managers were skilled in the required areas to 
perform the services as a substitute. 

8 We cite Lewis (2013) and Lewis and MacDonald (2002). 
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B. Paras 28-32: Markey provides a lengthy discussion of time use and drivers of work-life 
balance and stress.   

 Our report, in contrast, notes that weekend workers may be more likely to work on the 
weekend due to specific combinations of demographic characteristics, preferences and 
priorities that suit weekend work, but does not claim that this is due to low wages, 
higher rates of involuntary turnover or any single specific factor.  It is not clear how 
Markey’s analysis relates to refuting our evidence and our point remains that not all 
people regard working weekends as conflicting with balance.9 

C. Para 33: Markey notes that parents are under-represented among those working unsocial 
hours and that caring responsibilities and working hours are independent contributions to 
work/life stress.  

 We agree.  Parents are under-represented among those working unsocial hours and 
across the working population due to staying-at-home to care for children.10  The list of 
factors for work life stress other than working hours in the work life balance study we 
referenced include: being female; baving young or many children (defined as more than 
2); being well-educated; having multiple responsibilities; long commuting times; living 
in the ACT, Queensland or Victoria; tight finances/debt; health problems; inadequate 
support at home in domestic work or parenting; study deadlines; being from a 
culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) background; and geographic factors – such as 
traffic congestion.  Our point was that it would be necessary to control for all these 
factors if robust conclusions are to be drawn from the simple relationships between 
working hours and stress in the AWALI study. 

D. Para 34: Markey cites the AWALI survey that “5.8% of workers worked evenings only, 
while 13.1% worked both evenings and weekends, and 19.1% worked weekends only.  Based 
on these figures, around 40-41% of weekend workers also work evenings” and are thus less 
likely to be able to partake in social engagements rather than due to personal preference.   

 We agree that chances of interaction may be lower for workers who work both 
evenings and weekends.  However, it is also likely that additional confounding factors 
influence limited social engagement as well as weekend work, such as personal 
preference or other commitments during the weekdays, such as study, which is 
evidenced in point C above.   

E. Para 35: Markey agrees that average shift length on weekends is shorter than average 
weekdays, but that preparation, travel time and fatigue mean that the burden of weekend 
work is “indeed significant”.  

 However, preparation, travel time and fatigue are similarly experienced on weekdays.  
There is no actual evidence provided of additional burden in this paragraph and 
‘significant’ is not defined or quantified.   

F. Paras 36-37 – importance of Sundays: Markey claims that the finding that more than half 
of employees in the sample viewed Saturday and Sunday as equally “valuable” is at odds 

                                                             
9 Vanderkam argues that “For many people, working on weekends is actually the key to making work and life 
work together.” http://www.fastcompany.com/3021090/how-to-be-a-success-at-everything/is-working-on-
weekends-the-secret-to-a-successful-happy-wo 

10 This is one reason it was important to include them and their views in our survey sample. 

http://www.fastcompany.com/3021090/how-to-be-a-success-at-everything/is-working-on-weekends-the-secret-to-a-successful-happy-wo
http://www.fastcompany.com/3021090/how-to-be-a-success-at-everything/is-working-on-weekends-the-secret-to-a-successful-happy-wo
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with evidence that fewer respondents reported having no problem or minor problem 
working on Sunday than on Saturday.   

 However, the percentage difference of 1% between the days is not statistically 
significant.   

G. Paras 38-42 – employee preferences for weekend work: Markey disputes the extent to 
which employees who worked weekends do so out of choice.   

 The AWALI survey (Table 9, p. 14) notes that 39.7% of all workers who work weekends 
would continue if penalty rates were not offered, slightly higher than the comparable 
figure of 37.8% of all workers who rely on penalty rates, supporting our thesis that time 
preferences, while responsive to external factors, are highly personal and varied.   

 The majority of weekend workers in our survey who did select a reason for not wishing 
to work on the weekend indicated that their reasons were of only “minor importance” 
to the respondent.  The evidence over an extended period by Dawkins, Rungie and 
Sloan (1986), provides reinforcing qualitative insights into working preferences, as 
Markey acknowledges.  

 Finally, we did not ‘neglect’ to ask about penalty rates, as claimed by Markey, we 
explain in the report we deliberately excluded this due to potential vested interest bias 
(i.e. workers receiving penalty rates are unlikely to report in ways that may jeopardise 
their future incomes). 
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2 United Voice 

2.1 Olav Muurlink re Weekend report 

Summary 

1. On the literature search, Muurlink misrepresents the method as a 
systematic protocol, which was not its purpose. Rather it was conducted as a 
targeted review of discrete literature as per its intent and instruction.   
Muurlink’s suggestions for alternative search terms are not fit for purpose and 
he erroneously describes Google Scholar as ‘arbitrary’ in its search result 
ordering. 

2. On survey methodology, Muurlink questions the sample as biased, which it 
is not. The sample was of Australians with a response rate of 29%, conducted 
using standard professional research techniques.  He also says it is not 
representative of workers or weekend workers, which it was not intended to 
be. It was intended to be representative of the Australian population working 
age and older, in order to reflect views in relation to weekend work, time use, 
and access to services in particular industries. Muurlink also claims that instead 
of surveying, a diary approach should have been used; however, that method 
is extremely expensive and time-consuming and the marginal value is dubious, 
even if it had been feasible within time and budget constraints.   

2.1.1 Literature search methodology 

A:  The combination of search terms provided in Table 3.1 yield a combined total of 
approximately 400,000 articles.  However, the report states on page 13 that “the literature 
search revealed a limited number of articles”.  In addition, Google Scholar arbitrarily limits 
search results to 1,000 items, and so it would not be possible to review all search results. 

 The engagement letter (page 4) specified that we would undertake a targeted search.  
The search was not intended to be systematic.  Page 12 of the report states that a 
targeted search was undertaken. 

 Page 13 notes that the search was further restricted to include “articles with specific 
reference to penalty rates and their effect on workplace composition, employment 
characteristics and consumer activity on the weekend.” 

 Google Scholar limits search results to 1,000, but this is not arbitrary.  Rather, “Google 
Scholar aims to rank documents the way researchers do, weighing the full text of each 
document, where it was published, who it was written by, as well as how often and 
how recently it has been cited in other scholarly literature.”11 

                                                             
11 Google Scholar – About https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/about.html 16/09/15. 

https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/about.html
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B:  The fifth combination of search terms in Table 3.1 (consumer activity AND weekend) 
should have used “consumer behaviour OR behaviour,” in order to use a term that is more 
commonly associated with how consumers act. 

 The engagement letter (page 2) specifies that the report will “collate and provide an 
analysis of data regarding consumer activity on the weekend.”  As such, “consumer 
activity” was used as a search term.   

 The report is concerned with establishing what activities service sector employees and 
others undertake on the weekend and on weekdays.   

• “Consumer behaviour” is defined as “the study of individuals, groups, or 
organizations and the processes they use to select, secure, use, and dispose 
of products, services, experiences, or ideas to satisfy needs and the impacts 
that these processes have on the consumer and society.”12 

• “Activity” is defined as “a thing that a person or group does or has done.”13 

• As such, “consumer activity” more closely matches the aims of the project. 

C:  A commonly used technical term for penalty rates (“premia”) was not used in the search 
methodology. 

 Muurlink has not provided any evidence of his assertion that premia is a commonly 
used search term. 

• Using the term “premia” in Google Scholar yields almost 100,000 results, 
while using “penalty rate” yields 6,480 results.  The first two pages of Google 
Scholar results for “premia” are concerned with financial market premiums, 
while the first two pages for “penalty rates” are roughly evenly split between 
the labour market and taxation policy.  Thus, “penalty rates” is likely to 
provide a more focused search. 

2.1.2 Survey methodology 

A:  No information is provided in the report as to:  whether respondents were from 
Australia; whether respondents were paid to take part in the survey, and the response rate.  
It is standard practice to report this information in academic work. 

 LiveTribe14 has confirmed that: 

• All respondents were from Australia. 

• Respondents who took part in the survey were “paid” in the usual way that 
LiveTribe respondents are paid.  Each survey that is completed provides 
points, and when certain thresholds are reached these points can be 
converted into cash, gift cards etc.15 

                                                             
12 Kuester, Sabine (2012): MKT 301: Strategic Marketing & Marketing in Specific Industry Contexts, University of 
Mannheim, p. 110 

13 https://www.google.com.au/?gws_rd=ssl#q=define+activity. 

14 Muriel Geagea, Operations Director, 16/09/15. 

15 http://www.livetribe.com/paid-surveys 
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• The survey was emailed to 18,312 people.  Of these, 5,375 participated 
(response rate of 29%).16  Of these, 59% (n=3,154) completed the survey, and 
79 responses were cleaned17.  Of the remaining completed surveys (n=3,075), 
975 responses were randomly discarded to provide 2,100 completed surveys. 

B:  The characteristics of the sample are not representative of Australian weekend workers 
and Australian workers. Specifically: 

 The report is not able to support conclusions about 15-18 year old weekend workers 
(HILDA data shows that 21-22% of weekend workers are aged 15-18 years old, while 
only approximately 1%18 of the LiveTribe population was in this age bracket). 

 The mean age of the LiveTribe weekend workers (approximately 45.2)19 is older than the 
mean age of Australian weekend workers (30.8 years – see page 26 of report). 

 Subgroup analysis was “conducted to correct this problem” (page 5 of Muurlink’s 
notes).  The “younger workers” were defined as under 35s. 

Reply 

 The report does not draw any conclusions specific to the 15-18 year old age group.  
Rather, conclusions are made in relation to weekend workers, and to weekend workers 
aged under 35 years.  

 The report did not conduct subgroup analysis of younger workers to “correct a 
problem”, but rather to provide additional insight into weekend workers aged 35 years 
and under, as the age distribution of the LiveTribe population is older than the HILDA 
population (the report notes this on page 23).   

• The cell size used for the subgroup analysis was n=260 for 16-35 years.  
Subgroup analysis is also possible for 18-21 years, as the cell size for this 
group is n=33.20   

• As the mean age of the LiveTribe population is 45.2, it is appropriate to 
define respondents aged 35 and under as “younger”.   

 The purpose of the survey (to “gather survey data from weekend workers and 
consumers on their attitudes to weekend work and access to services on the weekend” 
– page ii of report) is broader than the purpose implied by Muurlink’s comments.  As 
such, the sampling was designed to reflect the view of the Australian working age and 
older population on weekend work, time use and access to services, not just those of a 
limited sub-group of the population (weekend workers).  As such, the sample is 
representative of the larger population it was designed to review. 

                                                             
16 LiveTribe advises that a normal response rate for a survey that is fielded for 3-4 days is 10-15%.  The Deloitte 
Access Economics survey was fielded for 13 days. 

17 Cleaning refers to ‘removing speeders’, ‘flat liners’ and ‘bad verbatim answers’ – this is described on page 22 
of the report. 

18 This is calculated as the sum of 16-17 year weekend workers and ¼ of weekend workers aged 18-21, divided 
by the size of the population (1,000). 

19 This is calculated by taking the average age of each age group in Table 4.1 (page 23) and calculating a 
weighted average across all groups. 

20 The Department of Social Services (who run HILDA) consider that cell sizes of n=20 are sufficiently large.  
Charlesworth also relies on this sample size. See for example  
https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2012/aspect_of_retirement__report_final.pdf 
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2.1.3 Time use studies 

A. Time use studies are the preferred method for assessing how people spend their time.  
Muurlink claims that the method used in the report (where respondents were asked to recall 
how they spent their time in previous weeks) is “fraught with difficulty” and will “not 
accurately reflect reality.” 

 It is acknowledged that time diary research is probably a gold standard; however, such 
studies are very expensive and time consuming. To run a time-use diary study robustly, 
time use needs to be measured over different months of the year and seasons, to 
ensure representativeness.  This could require up to 12 months to accurately collate 
data such that potential monthly variation is accounted for.  It would also need to 
representatively cover people of all age-gender groups, geographies, income and 
education levels, working/non-working situations across different industries, and other 
important substrata such as Indigenous Australians, culturally and linguistically diverse 
Australians.  Our survey sample does this, but to collate a similar sized and similarly 
representative cohort of 2100 people completing diaries, was completely infeasible 
within the time and budget constraints of the report. 

 The “brief review” contained in the Bittman 2005 study is in fact one sentence, which 
says: “It seems that time diaries produce more reliable estimates of time spent in an 
activity than stylised questions, such as: how many hours did you work last week?” 
(emphasis added). See page 79 of the paper. 

• This paper provided four references in support of this statement:  Juster, 
1985; Robinson, 1985; Niemi, 1993; Robinson and Godbey 1997. 

• Given the age of these papers, only a copy of the Niemi paper is on the 
internet21.  This paper did not compare time diaries with self-reports (the 
comparison method was interviews, which are subject to significant bias – 
for example, respondents have a tendency to overstate the hours they spent 
on ‘socially acceptable’ activities)22. 

 The time use survey data referred to in the Bittman paper is taken from the ABS Time 
Use Survey 1997.  The most recent version of this survey is based on data from 2006 
which is almost ten years old and may not accurately reflect the current situation in 
Australia in 2015. 

 Given these concerns, it is dubious that a time-use diary approach would add significant 
additional value, even if it had been feasible. 

                                                             
21 This article is available at http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF01078729 

22
 Niemi I 1993, ‘Systematic error in behavioural measurement:  comparing results from interview and time 

budget studies’, Social Indicators Research, 30(2): 229-244. 
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2.2 Damian Oliver 

This study does not comment on either of our reports and does not contradict 
our evidence.   

Oliver analyses HILDA and AWRS data to investigate the characteristics of workers in 
industries relevant to United Voice and who earn penalty rates, as well as the impact of 
penalties on total earnings for these workers. 

The analysis has the following findings: 

  The characteristics of employees receiving penalty rate payments and usually working 
weekends are that they are more likely to be: casual, part-time, under 25 and not 
married/defacto.  This is also in line with our observations. 

 Weekly earnings were higher for Accommodation and Food Services employees who 
were permanent/fixed-term, full-time, male, 25-39, not studying.  Penalty rate earnings 
comprised 33.4% of earnings and their impact has been benchmarked in various ways 
to minimum wages, median full-time earnings and average full-time ordinary earnings. 
Comparisons with the hospitality industry were made in that the latter are likely to be 
older, more likely to be working full-time and less likely to be studying full-time. These 
findings were not a line of enquiry in our study but have no impact on our findings. 

 We note that in relation to the ‘impact’ of penalty rates the analysis is static i.e. it does 
not take into account employment effects.  Similar to the McKell Institute paper in 
section 1.2.1, to assume away wage elasticity of demand is not appropriate.  Moreover, 
comparison of a population which is more likely to be casual, part-time, young and 
without dependants relative to benchmarks that are for full-time workers who are 
older and with more dependants on average, makes any findings difficult to interpret. 
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3 Shop, Distributive and Allied 
Employees Association 

3.1 Sara Charlesworth and Fiona Macdonald re 
Weekend report 

3.1.1 Survey sample and online method 

A. Charlesworth notes that it is an online survey based on a consumer panel reached via 
email, claiming internet users may not be representative of the target population.  

 It is unclear what bias would be introduced by using an online survey versus other 
methods such as paper or telephone surveys. Bias is likely to be related to the purpose 
of the survey; for example, if the survey was related to internet use or use of digital 
technology then an online survey may introduce some bias. . Alternatively,  if he survey 
was aimed at surveying the elderly for example, one could also argue that an online 
survey may introduce bias. However, the literature has revealed that, except in such 
cases, internet surveys are an accepted method of obtaining responses as they are 
more reliable than responses from traditional paper surveys, which are associated with 
significantly higher rates of completion errors.23,24 

• Furthermore, as more Australians have become connected to the internet 
over the last decade, the limitations of online surveys have been reduced. In 
2013-14, according to the Australian Communications and Media Authority, 
92% of Australians use the internet, and 81% of homes have an internet 
connection.25  So old information as per Charlesworth’s reference are out of 
date. 

• Paper based (self-completed) or telephone surveys could have a larger bias, 
for example they may be biased towards people who are at home more 
often, or people who are unemployed.  Telephone surveys are more likely to 
introduce interviewer bias.   

B. Charlesworth incorrectly speculated there may be a large non-response rate.  

 The survey sample was obtained by sampling a large (approximately 282,000 persons) 
on-line survey population. In drawing the total survey sample (i.e. those who were 
emailed the survey), i-Link ensured that the sample was drawn to represent the 

                                                             
23 Lewis et al (2009), ‘Internet versus paper-and-pencil survey methods in psychological experiments: 
equivalence testing of participant responses to health-related messages’, Australian Journal of Psychology, Vol. 
61, Iss. 2, pp. 107-116 

24 Kongsved (2009), ‘Reliability of short-form 36 in an Internet, and a pen-and-paper version’, Inform Health Soc 
Care, Vol. 34, Iss. 1, pp. 53-58 Gordon (2008), ‘Developing the online survey’, Nurs Clin North Am, Vol. 43, Iss. 4, 
pp. 605-619 

25 ACMA (2014), Communications report 2013-14 series, Report 1 – Australians’ digital lives, 
http://www.acma.gov.au/~/media/Research%20and%20Analysis/Research/pdf/Australians%20digital%20livesFi
nal%20pdf.pdf  

http://www.acma.gov.au/~/media/Research%20and%20Analysis/Research/pdf/Australians%20digital%20livesFinal%20pdf.pdf
http://www.acma.gov.au/~/media/Research%20and%20Analysis/Research/pdf/Australians%20digital%20livesFinal%20pdf.pdf
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Australian population in terms of gender, age and geography based on Australian 
Bureau of Statistics data. 

 The two surveys were open for 13 days, and had a response rate of 29%. I-Link 
indicates that usual response rate is between 10-15% for a survey that is open 3-4 days. 
Given the number of days the surveys were open for, the response rate is usual, and 
should not be regarded as low. This has been verified by an independent market 
researcher who advised that a response rate of 29% is considered to be good. 

• CoreData Research, a financial services research and strategy consultancy, 
has stated that ‘response rates for paper based and CATI surveys have been 
rapidly falling for some time. Conversely, response rates for web based 
surveys have been growing with increasing internet adoption among the 
public. Many consumers now have a preference for the convenience of web 
based surveys’.26 

C. Charlesworth claims the survey instrument should distinguish what proportion of 
respondents who identified as casual worked full-time or part-time. 

 Under Fair Work legislation, casual employees are distinct from full-time and part-time 
workers, so the groups are fit for purpose. 

D. Charlesworth complains that the survey aggregates a number of years into an age cohort 
(22-35 years). This makes it difficult to evaluate findings about ‘younger workers’. 

 It is unclear how the proposed age cohorts of (15-19 years and 20-24 years etc.) as 
opposed to the report’s selection would have significantly impacted the findings of the 
report. There is nothing inappropriate about the age groups reported (broadly - school 
age, University age, beyond University in the under-35 group).   

 Another reason to pay more attention to the groups below 22 as we have done is due 
to the fact that pay is associated with year of age in a number of awards for these 
people, although there are notable differences across awards and by state/territory.  
Some pay rates increase each year (e.g. the Fast Food Industry Award, 2010) while for 
the General Retail Award different rates apply to junior employees aged under 21 (see 
Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1: General Retail Award younger age discounts 

Age % of weekly rate of pay 

Under 16 years of age 45 
16 years of age 50 
17 years of age 60 
18 years of age 70 
19 years of age 80 
20 years of age, employed by the employer for 6 months or less 90 
20 years of age, employed by the employer for more than 6 months 100 

E. Charlesworth objects to the inclusion of the self-employed in the workforce. 

 Based on the profile of the i-Link consumer panel, only 1.4% identify as self-employed. 
It is unlikely that the number of self-employed employees would significantly affect the 

                                                             
26

 Core Data (2014), ‘Keys to Growth Report – Product Overview 2014’, accessed 17 September 2015, 
http://www.coredata.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Keep_Steal_Grow_Product_Overview.pdf   

http://www.coredata.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Keep_Steal_Grow_Product_Overview.pdf
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results.  Moreover, it was deemed quite appropriate that these employees’ views and 
behaviours not be excluded from those of the target population of Australians working 
age and older. 

F. Charlesworth expresses concerns about the proportion of those in the sample who are not 
in the workforce or who are unemployed. 

 The survey sample is intended to be representative of the Australian population, 
whether they work or not. People who do not seek work (i.e. are not in the labour 
force) may be engaged in a range of other activities such as full-time education, carer 
roles or volunteer work, and act as consumers accessing the services of interest on 
weekends and weekdays, with their own time use and access preferences. By including 
these people in the survey sample, the survey is more representative of the target 
population. 

• The historical participation rate in Australia is 63% (1978 to 2015). The 
non-weekend workers sample has a broad distribution: those employed or 
who are unemployed but seeking a job make up 72% of the survey sample.  
The slight over-representation of workforce participants in our survey is 
potentially explained by the lower response rates from the oldest old in our 
survey and interest of respondents in the content of the survey. 

3.1.2 AWALI survey, weekend work and work-life interference 

A. Charlesworth notes that the Weekend report states the correlation between work-related 
stress and weekend work ‘may be capturing the different characteristics of the weekend 
worker population as indicated in the literature review, not the effects of weekend work per 
se, since, as this report shows, weekend workers act differently to non-weekend workers in 
ways that can’t directly be explained by the fact that they work weekends.’ She goes on to 
claim that we thus assume that only one particular type of person works on weekends.  

 The report does not assume that only one type person works on weekends. It is clear 
from the survey sample of ‘weekend workers’ that there are variety of employment 
and social demographic backgrounds. To clarify, there may be an underlying factor or 
personal characteristic which cannot be observed but may confound the 
measurement of the levels of work-life interference.  These factors are listed in 
Section 1.2.3 above in our reply to the ACTU (Markey) response, para 1.2.3C. 

B. Charlesworth accuses our analysis of having a ‘non-representative survey methodology 
and inadequate sampling’, particularly the non-weekend worker group, claiming that the 
AWALI survey, instead, is a large, nationally representative survey of Australian workers. 

 The AWALI sample comprises only Australian workers who answered a CATI call on a  
weekend and then continued to participate in a telephone interview.  We have noted 
the problems with this technique above (see Section 3.1.1A). 

 The AWALI sample analysed by Charlesworth excludes the self-employed, which is 
not fit for purpose in our study (see Section 3.1.1E) 

 The AWALI sample ignores others in the labour force, notably the unemployed – a 
group which unions arguably should have a strong regard for.  

 Moreover, for the purpose of our study we required the experiences and views of 
current non-workers who also value their weekend time (including those in full-time 
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study, in volunteer roles, on parental leave or career breaks, or undertaking caring 
roles for the elderly or those with disabilities).  

 The AWALI sample would thus lead to biased results to the extent that those it 
excludes may value their weekend time and access the services in the industries of 
interest differently from the average of the population. 

 Moreover and importantly, we note that the AWALI survey relied upon by 
Charlesworth is a telephone survey conducted only on weekends, when potentially 
weekend workers would be working (and hence more stressed) than non-weekend 
workers (who would be having days off).  We consider this to be much more serious 
and identifiable introduced bias. 

C. Charlesworth notes that, for employees with young children, working on weekends is 
associated with worse work-life interference than not working on weekends and the 
association is statistically significant. 

 The Weekend report uses, as an example of the many confounding factors which 
drive work-life interference,‘having young children’ or ‘many’ children (more than 
two, not more than one, as per the definitions in the source research). There are 
naturally many other potential confounders which need to be considered such as 
those listed in Section 1.2.3C. 

 The regression analysis that Charlesworth uses throughout her response has serious 
flaws.   

• First, she includes numbers of hours worked together with weekend work as 
independent variables, but they are correlated (weekend workers work 
fewer hours than non-weekend workers), potentially resulting in 
multicollinearity. 

• Second, the regressions rely on combining ‘sometimes’ as well as ‘often’ and 
‘almost always’ relative to ‘never’ combined with ‘rarely’.  It is not clear why 
these groupings are adopted or why ‘sometimes’ would not belong in the 
other group.  This is important since the ‘sometimes’ group may drive results. 
For example, in Charlesworth’s Table 3.2b, the AWALI Sunday retail score is 
higher for those who work weekends sometimes, compared to those who 
work weekends often or almost always.  This suggests those who work 
weekends a lot have better work life balance than those who only work 
weekends sometimes.  

• Finally, and most importantly, the explanatory power (R-squared) of all the 
regressions is very low, suggesting just what we say in our report – there are 
a lot of confounding factors that are in fact driving work life outcomes that 
are just not accounted for in AWALI. 

3.1.3 Qualitative analysis 

The qualitative analysis provided by McDonald comprises a sample of 25 respondents 
recruited from the 81 AWALI 2014 survey respondents who said they worked in retail and 
sometimes, often or always worked on Sundays, 23 of whom also worked on Saturdays. 

 The qualitative analysis does not refute any of the evidence in the Weekend report. 

 We note however, that there is no discussion of how or why the particular 25 in the 
sample were excluded from the remainder, nor why Sundays was chosen rather than 
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Saturdays, or ‘Saturdays and Sundays’.  It appears that the sample was neither random 
nor representative, and that the quotations provided are also highly selective, chosen 
by McDonald without explanation.   

3.2 Helen Bartley re Weekend report 

3.2.1 Survey approach  

A. Bartley, like Charlesworth, claims that an online panel approach is not representative of 
the target population and has a large opt-out rate, yet also comprises people readily 
available to participate – a ‘convenience’ sample. 

 It is contradictory to claim that the sample has a participation rate that is both too low 
and too high.  The response rate was 29% and, as argued in Sections 2.1.2 and 3.1.1 
above, this is considered a good response rate that would not suffer from significant 
non-response bias, nor would the on-line approach jeopardise the robustness of 
findings (for the reasons argued in those previous sections).  

 Respondents are not so available that they all drop everything and participate, yet the 
internet is optimal for enabling people to respond and hence is valuable in ensuring 
higher participation, which is what is desirable.  There is no issue with convenience in 
surveying – it is an asset, and surveyors typically don’t aim to be inconvenient in their 
approaches.   

 Overall, the survey approach was an effective, cost-effective approach with a 
representative sample, with a balanced participation rate.  

B. Bartley complains that the report does not outline the number of individuals who were 
removed from the sample in the ‘data cleaning’ process i.e. ‘Speeders’, ‘Flat Liners’, and 
claims it is not necessary for all responses from ‘Bad verbatim’ respondents to be removed. 

  As described in detail in Section 2.1.2, the survey had 3,154 completions, of which 79 
responses were cleaned (1.5%).27  This is a typical clean rate according to the survey 
fielders and uses standard professional checks to identify individuals displaying certain 
patterns of behaviour – described as ‘Speeders’, ‘Flat liners’, and ‘Bad verbatims’.  All 
responses from these latter individuals were removed for two reasons: 

• If these respondents do not answer open-ended questions legitimately, the 
rest of their answers are less likely to be reliable. 

• There was a surfeit of completed surveys (975 responses were randomly 
discarded to provide the desired 2,100 completed surveys), so it makes sense 
to remove the lower quality ones first and then randomly discard. 

3.2.2 Presentation of results 

A. Bartley says Table 4-2 of the report could have been clearer if two tables and percentages 
were shown, and that charts 4.4 and 4.5 on pages 27 and 28 are also “unclear”. 

 The percentages are effectively presented and the commentary notes this: ‘since 
exactly 1,000 completed responses were received for each of these questions, the 

                                                             
27

 Cleaning refers to removing speeders, flat liners and bad verbatim answers – this is described on page 22 of 
the report. 
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percentage of respondents who selected each answer is simply the number of 
respondents divided by ten’. 

B.  The ‘N/A’ responses to some questions were not clearly explained. 

 All N/A responses are as per the questionnaire provided in the Appendix of the report.  
In relation to Table 4.2 specifically, as an example, the questionnaire indicated that the 
boxes should be left blank “if the reason does not apply to you”. Respondents could 
choose a score from 1-3 if the reason mattered to them, or ‘Does not apply to you’ 
(referred to ‘N/A’ in the Table 4.2) if the reason doesn’t matter to them.   

 There is no indication that respondents had any difficulties with the N/A categories, 
which are important to include so that people are not forced to provide a non-response 
or sub-optimal response if something is not applicable to them.  This is standard good 
practice in survey design.  

3.3 Helen Bartley re PIA report 

3.3.1 Survey questionnaire and response rate 

A. Bartley says it is customary for a report of this nature to include a copy of the 
questionnaire; this was not provided, and therefore the robustness of the methodology 
cannot be fully assessed. 

 A copy of the questionnaire is provided at Appendix A. 

B. Bartley says the 5.6% survey response rate is low, which could introduce bias into the 
findings and confidence intervals.  

 Response rates for busy clinical professionals in the health sector are typically lower 
than those in the general population, in our extensive experience. One reason why such 
a large sample was asked to respond (all 5,350 pharmacy proprietors across Australia 
represented by the Guild) was to ensure that there were enough responses to allow 
reliable conclusions to be drawn from the survey.  

 n=302 responses is more than adequate in providing confidence. The Department of 
Social Services (who run HILDA) consider that cell sizes of n=20 are sufficiently large for 
confidence in the analysis.  Charlesworth also relies on this sample size and reference.28  

3.3.2 Data analysis 

A. Bartley notes that the PIA report refers to weighted averages (see pages 32, 34, 35 and 
45 of the report), but that the reasons for applying the weights to the data and the method 
of weighting are not clearly explained. 

 The ‘weighted’ average in a Likert score simply refers to the implicit weight of the score 
itself. For example on page 34, respondents provided a score of concern between 1-10. 
The results can thus also be calculated as a simple average of the scores. 

                                                             
28 https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2012/aspect_of_retirement__report_final.pdf 
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B. Bartley notes that a number of statistical assumptions are required to hold in order for 
regression analysis to yield reliable conclusions, and requires detailed reassurance on each 
in order to ascertain reliability, including: 

 linear relationships between the dependent variable and each of the independent 
variables;  

 equality of variance between the pairs of variables used in the regression; 

 each predicted value of the dependent variable from the regression is independent; and 

 the independent and dependent variables are normally distributed. 

With reference to the points above, in order: 

 Plots of residuals vs fitted values were used to test whether the linear relationships as 
specified in the model are plausible.  The plots indicate no evidence of non-linear 
relationships in the specified equations. 

• We also ran models on the natural logarithms of the variables such as 
wagecosts and sales_total and the results were substantially the same i.e. no 
evidence of non-linearity.  (The coefficient on the PIA dummy in the 
wagecost equation, for example, then estimates the proportional change in 
wagecost associated with the introduction of the PIA.) 

 Equality of variance between the pairs of variables we have interpreted to mean testing 
for any heteroscedasticity (when error terms have a pattern rather than being random).    
Analysis of standard errors showed that used of the estimated models was robust in 
this regard (robust to heteroscedasticity). 

 It is unclear from Bartley’s wording what the predicted values should be independent 
of.  If she means that they should be independent of each other (i.e. independence of 
observations across pharmacies), then that is satisfied in our sampling technique. If she 
is referring to the potential for simultaneity bias or omitted variable bias, then our 
response to O’Brien refers to these aspects and, since panel data techniques were used 
to remove time invariant fixed effects, there is no evidence that the PIA variable is not 
exogenous.   

 This statement is not correct.  In ordinary least squares estimation, there is no 
requirement that the independent variables be normally distributed (or have any 
specific distribution).  It follows that the dependent variable need not be normally 
distributed.  A normality assumption may be made about the error terms, in which case 
hypothesis testing is exact.  Otherwise, hypothesis testing relies on the Central Limit 
Theorem, and the tests have the correct size asymptotically. 

• The natural logarithmic transformation mentioned in the first dot point often 
has the effect of transforming the data towards normality. Since this 
transformation also shows similar findings, this underscores the robustness 
of the econometric methods. 
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3.4 Martin O-Brien re PIA report 

O’Brien claims that the five regression specifications used in the PIA report are 
flawed as a result of three claims.   

First he questions the attribution of impacts due to the way that the PIA 
variable is specified as a dummy and claims this will capture the effect of all 
changes between 2009 and 2014.  However it is difficult to imagine any 
impacts that would be more substantial than the PIA and GFC over the 
modelling period 2009 – 2014. Further, if the PIA coefficients are biased due to 
the exclusion of a GFC variable, it would be biased in a direction that would 
underestimate the effect of the PIA; thus deeming our estimates to be on the 
conservative side. 

Second, he has concerns about the levels of significance of some of the 
coefficients in the regression equations. However, these coefficients are not 
for the PIA variable, which is significant at 10% (1% is too stringent a criterion; 
referring to another one of his concerns). Considerations of multicollinearity 
were checked through multiple means including correlation of explanatory 
variables and variance inflation factors (VIFs) and all model specification was 
determined accordingly. The high R-squared values occur after correction for 
any multicollinearity among the non-significant variables, indicating that the 
value reflects good explanatory power of the equations.  

Finally, he suggests there may be simultaneous equation bias in the models.  
We have demonstrated through running reduced form equations with similar 
results that the analysis is also robust in this regard.   

A. O’Brien claims that, because the dummy variable for the Award takes the value of 0 in 
2009 and 1 in 2014, it will capture all effects since the introduction of the Award, and that 
this is problematic since he believes the GFC (and other time variant factors) would have 
influenced outcomes over this period. 

The first part of the claim is true – the PIA dummy variable will capture the effects of all 
variables that changed between 2009 and 2014 and which are not included in the models.29  
It is therefore appropriate to consider the variables that could have had an impact on the 
sector.  These variables are either macro, representing changes in economic conditions 
between 2009 and 2014, or micro, representing variables that are specific to the sector or 
individual pharmacies.  The micro variables are included in the survey and in the modelling.  
The macro variable highlighted by O’Brien is the GFC.  Could the GFC have had the effects 
on the sector found in the regressions? 

Firstly, the GFC had only a mild effect in Australia, due to factors such as the growth of the 
Chinese economy, the lowering of interest rates by the Reserve Bank of Australia and 
economic stimulus.  Economic growth was 3.7%, 1.7% and 2.0% in FY2008, FY2009 and 

                                                             
29 It is not possible to include a GFC variable in the model, or any variable that takes on the same value for each 
of the pharmacies in the dataset, since such a variable would be perfectly correlated with the PIA dummy and 
the estimation of the models would fail.     
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FY2010, respectively, and Australia experienced only one quarter of negative economic 
growth in that period.    

The coefficients on the PIA dummy variable in the various models suggest that between 
2009 and 2014 there has been: 

 an increase in wage costs; 

 a decrease in weekly trading hours; 

 a decrease in casual FTEs and an increase in permanent FTEs with an overall fall in FTEs; 
and 

 an increase in proprietor hours worked. 

To the extent that the GFC suppressed economic activity, it would have had effects that 
suppressed wage costs, trading hours, and FTEs in 2009 (i.e. a low base period) and then 
seen these variables return to more normal levels by 2014 i.e. observed increase in wage 
costs, but higher trading hours and higher FTEs by 2014.  (The impact on proprietor hours 
worked from a negative economic shock is not predictable from theory due to potential 
substitution effects.)   

In other words, if the PIA coefficients were biased due to the PIA dummy including the 
effect of the GFC, then the bias would be to underestimate the effect of the PIA on trading 
hours and FTEs i.e. without the effects of the GFC resolving, the base would have been 
higher and the fall in trading hours and FTEs would have been even more pronounced.  This 
would have occurred with wages rising due to both the PIA and the restoration of higher 
economic activity.  So the GFC impact would underscore our findings.  

It is difficult to envisage other impacts that could be affecting the PIA variable, that are not 
the macroeconomic environment nor the micro variables included in the modelling. 

B. O’Brien questions the statistical significance of coefficients and claims that the results are 
symptomatic of the issue of multicollinearity.  

First, we consider the question of multicollinearity: 

 Multicollinearity occurs in a linear regression model when two or more of the 
explanatory variables are highly correlated.  More specifically, multicollinearity results 
when one of the explanatory variables can be linearly predicted from the others with a 
high degree of accuracy.  Multicollinearity affects the precision with which the 
variables’ impact on the dependent variable can be measured, leading to lower power.    

 There is no precise test for multicollinearity, meaning that there is no strict way of 
quantifying the word ‘high’ in the previous paragraph.  Instead, a number of indicators 
have been suggested.  O’Brien mentions some of these, such as a relatively high R-
squared together with individual coefficients that are not statistically significant, and 
regression results being very sensitive to small changes in the specification.   However, 
each of these three factors can also be explained in other ways. High R-squared can 
simply mean the model is well specified and has strong explanatory power.  Individual 
coefficients being insignificant means these particular variables may not be a major 
part of the explanation in a statistical sense but, rather, the ones that are statistically 
significant have greater explanatory power.  And sensitivity to small changes in 
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specification can emphasise the importance of correct specification, but in any event, 
this is not an issue in our model. 

 Our report employed the pair-wise correlations between the variables in the model.  
None of those exceeded 0.8.  Again, there is no strict rule for saying that a correlation is 
too high, but this is not excessive in our extensive experience. 

 Extensions of the pair-wise correlations are the variance inflation factors (VIFs).  These 
factors are obtained through running the linear regressions of each of the explanatory 
variables on the other explanatory variables.  A high fit (R2) in a regression gives a high 
VIF.  For example an R2 of 0.9 translates into a VIF of 10.30     

 Variance inflation factors (VIFs) of the explanatory variables included in the models 
were checked and they do not provide evidence of multicollinearity.  The VIFs are all 
below 5, whereas a VIF of 10 is often considered the threshold for indicating 
multicollinearity.31  In fact, [Robert] O’Brien (2007) shows that values of the VIF of 10, 
20, 40 or even higher do not, by themselves, discount the results of regression analysis 
or call for the elimination of one or more independent variables32,33. 

 We also undertook F-tests of the joint significance of the explanatory variables other 
than the PIA variable.  Multicollinearity would be indicated if the variables are jointly 
significant while also being individually insignificant.  (In some sense, the estimation 
recognises that one or more of the variables are ‘important’, but because of the 
relationships between the variables, it cannot work out which.)  We tested the other 
variables (i.e. other than PIA and sales_total) for joint significance and established they 
were not jointly significant in almost all cases, meaning there is no multicollinearity. 

 Considering all of the above: given that the VIFs are not excessive and the correlations 
between variables were assessed as part of determining the model specifications, the 
high R-squared indicates that the overall model has good explanatory power (even 
though individual coefficients are insignificant). This makes sense since the included 
variables have a strong economic rationale for inclusion. O’Brien, however, does not 
admit that this is a possibility. 

Next, we consider the statistical significance of many of the coefficients. 

 We acknowledge that many of the explanatory variables other than the PIA dummy 
variable have low statistical significance.  In other words, the variables are not 
important (statistically) for explaining the dependent variables.  But many sources,34 
state that just because a variable is insignificant does not mean it should be excluded 
from the model.  Economic rationale is the most important factor for variable inclusion, 
and the variables are left in the model so that the reader can assess their significance 
for themselves. 

                                                             
30 VIF = 1 / (1-R2), so 10 = 1/(1-0.9). 

31
 Hair, J, Anderson, R.E, Tatham, R.L and Black, W.C (1995) Multivariate Data Analysis, 3

rd
 Edition, Macmillan 

Publishing Company, New York 

32 O’Brien, Robert (2007) “A caution regarding rules of thumb for variance inflation factors”, Quality & Quantity, 
Vol 41 

33 The price disclosure and competition variables have a correlation of 0.71 over all the observations, but the 
corresponding VIFs are less than 5.    
34

 See for example Studenmund, AH (2011) Using Econometrics - A Practical Guide, 6th Edition Chapter 6, or 
Harrell, F (2015) Regression Modelling Strategies, Chapter 4.3. 
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 The 1% level of significance suggested by O’Brien is a stringent level of significance 
rarely used in empirical work.  The empirical standard is 5%. 

 The PIA dummy variable is significant at 10% level of significance in all cases, and most 
are significant at the 5% level.  PIA has the dominant effect relative to the other 
potential explanatory variables and if, as argued above (in relation to the GFC), the 
effect of the PIA is underestimated, then the true effect may be even more significant. 

 In interpreting these results, it should also be remembered that the data is in the form 
of a panel and the models are estimated by fixed effects.  For example, the wage cost 
equation is given by:  

𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽1𝑃𝐼𝐴𝑖𝑡 +⋯+ 𝐸𝑖𝑡 

 Here, the Eit includes the individual effect.  That is,  

𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖𝑡 

where αi is the individual effect for pharmacy i and eit  is an idiosyncratic error term.  
Here, αi includes the factors specific to pharmacy i which do not change between 2009 
and 2014, such as location, shop size, affiliation and so on.  It may be the case that, if 
data were observed on such variables, then the R-squared values would be higher and 
the variables statistically significant.      

 

C. O’Brien claims that there is simultaneous equation bias in the models 

Simultaneity may result in bias in ordinary least squares estimation of a model, with the 
direction and size of any bias depending on the signs and magnitudes of the coefficients in 
the model.   

The coefficients likely to be most affected are the coefficients of the included variables that 
are endogenous in other equations, such as Wklyhrs and Prophrs in the wage cost equation 
in Table 3.4 of the report.  That potential bias could affect the coefficients of the exogenous 
variables to the extent that those exogenous variables are correlated with the 
‘endogenous’ right hand side variables (e.g. Wklyhrs and Prophrs).  In the models in the 
report, the PIA dummy is correlated with the right hand side endogenous variables (as 
evidenced by its statistically significance in the equations for those variables). 

The models in the paper are aiming at estimating the effects of PIA on the dependent 
variables given the values of the right hand side variables.  That gives the ‘direct’ effect of 
PIA on wage cost, for example.  It does not include ‘indirect’ channels such as PIA to 
Wklyhrs and Prophrs and then from those variables to wage cost. 

The sum of the direct and indirect effects is the ‘total’ effect.  This may be estimated 
directly from the reduced form equation of wage cost on the exogenous variables, PIA, 
Sales_total, Competition and Pricedisclosure, with findings as shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Change in average annual wage cost due the PIA 

Variable Report Reduced form Reduced form – 
all data 

PIA 60,462** 62,201** 59,011** 
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 [16,896] [11,788] [24,046] 

Sales_total 0.11** 0.11** 0.09** 

 [0.03] [0.03] [0.02] 

Competition 4,603 3,821 (2,879) 

 [10,326] [9,808] [6,311] 

Pricedisclosure (10,521) (10,431) 479 

 [9,198] [8,357] [7067] 

Wklyhrs (2,855)   

 [2,817]   

Prophrs (749)   

 [1,119]   

Constant 243,869 42,898 127,760 

 [225,278] [123,443] [82,775] 

    

Observations 108 108 223 

Number of 
pharmacies 

61 61 127 

R-squared 0.443 0.43 0.347 

F stat 6.67 10.11 12.75 

Prob > F 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

** indicates a significance value of 5%, * indicates a significance value of 10%, standard error is reported in [] 
these can be used to calculate the confidence intervals, as reported in text. 
All negative numbers depicted in tables are in brackets e.g. (x) means –x. 
 

The second column shows the results on the same data as the model in the report, while 
the third column uses all the available data.  (There is missing data on wklyhrs and prophrs.) 

For wage cost, the coefficient on the PIA dummy is essentially unchanged and remains 
statistically significant at 5%.  Hence any potential endogeneity is not impacting the 
findings, which remain robust using reduced form as well as full form equations.   

O’Brien suggests that a more complex testing and estimation method should be used.  
Apart from the reduced form equations above, it is not feasible to undertake other 
reductions without specific exclusion restrictions.   

In other words, we would need to exclude one or more of the exogenous variables from 
each of the equations.  The excluded variables could then be used to perform instrumental 
variables or two stage least squares.  We do not have obvious nor defendable exclusion 
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restrictions.  Also, the instruments would probably be weak since exogenous variables such 
as competition are only weakly correlated with the endogenous variables.35 

                                                             
35 Instrumental variables estimation can have poor properties when the instruments are weak.  Finally, there 
has been a move in the profession away from using instrumental variables estimation in cross-sections and 
short panels. In long panels such as HILDA (about 13 years of data) one may be able to use lags of variables, but 
that may not work in this data since there are only two waves and again, in any case, the instruments are weak. 
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Appendix A: PIA Survey 

 
  

Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

WELCOME 

WHAT Tttl$ SURVEY IS ABOUT 

We would like to understand whether the Pharmacy Industry Award (PtA) 2010 has had an impact on your business. 

The Ph.ltlTiacy Guild of Australia has appointed Oeloitte Access Economics to assess the current stlte of 
community pharmacies in Austr.llia. with a specific aim of understanding the effect that PIA has had on community 
pharmacies sinoe its introduction on I January 2010. 

HOW YOU CAN HEI.P 

We wou:ld welcome your response to this survey by 23 Juty 2014. 

If you are the proprietor or manager of a number of phannacies. please complete one survey at one time. separately 
for eaeh of the pharmacies. w ith consideration to the specifte business comext of that pharmacy. For pharmacies 
tMth more than one owner or manager. pJease nominate one person to complete the survey so that only one survey is 
completed per pharmacy. 

ABOUT THE SURVEY 

The survey is divided into four sections: 

o brief infonnati:on about the phaf'I1Ucy 

o information about the oper'aiion of this business 

o your view on the impact and components of the PIA 

o me impaa of PIA on your future business decisjons 

This survey requires information from me 2008-2009 Mancial year i.e. the full financial year before the PIA 
commenced, and the 2013- 14 financial year. 

You do not need to complete the survey in one sitting. If you are un.able to complete me survey in one attempt, 
simply c lose the browser using the •x• button on me top righ< comer of your screen: the survey will save your 
answers to the last completed page. and you can come back at any tim e later to finish it. However, once you submit 
the comple::ed survey by pressing •done" on the l.lS:; page. you will nOll be able to revise it. 

The survey can be submitted once you have had time to answer all the questions. Including preparation time (e.g . 
r~eving your financial reportS). the survey is estimated to take around 45 minutes to complete. 

SOMET"ItjG YOU NEEO TO Kt40W 

Your participation in this survey is entirety voluntary. You may choose not ::o answer any q uestion(s). 

A copy of :zhe current PIA can be obtained from: Mp:l /w'wi.Y.suild.org.au/docs/default-sourcelpublic>documeniSitab--
the-guild!PI.A/PIA-C<Implianoel PlA/pharmacy·indust'Y·3Ward.pdf?sfvrsn=2 

YOUR PRIVACY 

Deloirte Access Economics will treat all information ga:zhered in :zhe strictest confidence. None of the questions 
enable individuals to be idemified. In addition, we will only report aggregated summaries of the survey resui":S to 
ensure individuals and businesses canno: be identified. 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 

corn AcT 

Please contact Oeloitte Ac:c::ess E¢onomics for any cp.JeSb:lns about ems suM y on (03) 967 1 i551 or (03) 9671 

2 
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Phannacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

ABOUT THIS PHARMACY 

1. Please selec:t the stateltetTitory in whic:h this phannac:y is l ocated: 

Q N.o~tr1:1!1:11n C4P'!'.3! Tem'XII'Y 

0 NeWS«VV \1\'$~ 

Q N:ltthen Temxtr 

Q Cu~~~¥>:1 
0 swcn Au~~~~.~~ 

O h::r-~ 

0 Vld:otl:ll 

0 'N!~Au:.'nb 

2. Please provide the posteode in W'hich this phannKy is located: 
Po:b:OCI~ WI ~tl'l !I'll$ 

J)l'l:lomtiiQ' ~~ IIOoCiilte¢ 

3. Please select the geographic location of this pharmacy: 

o~Oiltllfi¥U 

0 N:iO'f"'.....e<:~ltlU'I~ll C). e. OUtlo ... CUlt~ !1\) 1 l'l) Yt 1C0,(!(!0 0' men !)»;.(~or!) 

4. Please select the type of business model that best describe this pharmacy: 

Q ~~ S:~~nner grout> ·~fl Stl et I!'IOI't t>l'l:llmtllt'M In !~ gror;.o 

0 Smllll i$;Xt'~J grOUI)WI!I'I t S to4 9 !X'4l'ft!IICOM In lite '70UD 

Q .. ao &:~onner grouo~l'l ie': ~ m:~on 1£ t>l'l:llmtllt~ In me gror;o 

0 lw~trlill\31'1 M encllt/ SOCiety I'Nm!.ltlt~ A:::.XI:III'OI'I 'CII"«&< 

0 euym:~ gror;o 

0 lloeleJ)e!'lille!'l! pfl::.rr-__.xy 

0 &lMC:IIl Certb"t t>I'I IOIT"---->XY 

0 ""'~ 
S. Has this pharmacy been in business since before 1 January 2010? 

Ov., 
0 .., 

~ ~I++ [~]i n !-+ I® 
age3 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 

'· Please indie:ate the estimated annual sal es r-evenue, the number of presc:riptions 
dispensed and the annual revenue from prese-riptions dispensed at this phannaey for 
the 20·1J...14 finaneial year and if applic:able, the 2008-09 financ:ial y ear (the y ear before 

the PIA c ommenced). 

Please indieate to the nearest thousand (e.g. $110000 or $555000). 

Please do not u:ae any decimal places, spaees or commas in your response. 

201!·14:To~l ~lt:H~venue 

201!·14: ~.l'!'lt~ O:gn,~ 

201!·14: Fte-.-enue f!Otn ~~CQT.:Otl~ 

4i:Pe!'l::«< ~ 

;!(!Q8<'9: TO~l ~~t~ ll'Yefllle 

zaae-ce: N'.mter O: l)t'e~ 

zaae<e: Ftt'•le!lu~ ffom ~~av.M~ 

4i:pen~~ 

7. The following issues may have influenc:ed your business dee.isions since 2010. 

Please rate them in tenns of the level of impact. 
G!'Nte-~ .. '""""' fte{I)I!Yt • ., ., ~ ,.,.. _, _, _, .... 00:1~ 

lll!~;)d l fi'IP) ('! 

AV:II!:II~Iey ct pn:~~rmMI~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Av:!l!:ll~l~~~ero;blf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
mel!'ll~ 

~J::cn3"om ct~ttr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pf\¥1!'«~ or- ~tlll~~ 

~e~ Ill !Itt pi'\:IIIT"_;)Q' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IOC:IItlM 11.11~~ 

IJ"'CC e<"'~~"IIO!'I ct e.e Film 

~l'il;t Pl'l:llmtiiQ' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AQreemt!l! 

IJ"'CC t<"'~bllon « 11'1~ 
Pl'l:llmt.)t)' ll'>1JIU:tl"f _,11:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pnee Cl~dc-.r.n lind o!l'l~~r 

PSS go1Ct reo-xoon~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Page4 
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Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

ABOUT THE OPERATION OF THIS BUSINESS 

The follcw.o"ng questions relate to how this pharmacy c:unntty SlruClUres its b'ading hours. staffing levels.. and wages. 
and if appliCJble. COI'J1)lrisons relative to !he period prior to 1 Janu<WY 2010 when ihe PIA was introduced. 

a. Please selee.t the current opening and ~losing time for this phannaey 
Opening lime O o:ll'!:t !lmt 

u~~~ I ...:.1 I ...:.1 
Tue1.o;:,y r-:.:J r-~ 
w~~AIJY ...:.1 ...:.1 ,.......,, ...:.1 ...:.1 
.,,.,., ..:.I ..:.I 
$ " tufl:l,)1 ...:.1 ...:.1 
Slll'ICI;:.y ...:.1 ...:.1 
ue~! ~ut-tiC I'IOII!ll:ty.; :.:J ::::J 

9. Have your trading hours e.hanged since 1 January 2010? 

Qv., 
0.., 

II iJ 
lr-:.:J 
lr-::::J 
il iJ 
il iJ 
II iJ 
rr-::::J 
tr-::::J 

PageS 
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Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Stnvey 

10. Please select the trading hours of this pharmacy as at Decembet' 2009: 
Opening lime O O::Ir!ll llme 

u~~~ ~ 
~<:;:.y ::.::J 
Wt0"~.4~ ::.::J ,.......,, ::.::J 
Fr11»1 ~ 
$ /,IQ.Iti:I,)'J ::.::J 
SUI'ICI/,Iy ::.::J 
ue~! P<JDIIC 1'10111:1~ ::.::J 

11. Why did this pharmaey e.hange trading hours? 

Please tic:k all that apply. 

D To :~~~gn ,.~tn~Cief"'~tof"~e~ 

D To :~~!gn W:ln CQtt'Oe!ll:r.i ~ng ~ 

D To u~e ::.~:s!l' l.lv:II~IIIY 

D To tl!"3uc:eelC:J)tm~ OI'I~ 

0 To te<~.~te ~ m~~ 

~ 
::.::J 
::.::J 
::.::J 
~ 
::.::J 
::.::J 
::.::J 

N~ OI)efl 

~r--~ 

lr---..:J 
II ..:J 
II ::.::J 
lr---~ 
lr---..:J 
II ..:J 
II ::.::J 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 

ABOUT THE OPERATION OF YOUR BUSINESS 

12. Please indie:ate the number of staff employed in this phatmae:y c:urrently as full time 

equivalent(s) (FTE). 

NOTE: An FTE of 1.0 is equivalettt to wort<ing 38 hours paid hours per week, therefore, 

an FTE ofO.S is equivalent to woti<ing 19 hours per week; 
An Experiene:ed phannaeist is a Pharmacist who has gai ned at least four years full-time 

experienc:e or the part-time equivalettt as a Community Pbarmaeist; 
A Pharmaeist in Charge is a phannaeist who assumes responsibil ity for the day to clay 
supervision and functioning of a communi ty phal'ln3ey praetie:e; 

A Phattnaeist Manager is a pharmacist responsibl e to the proprietor for all aspeets of 

the business. 

""'' il iJ il iJ I iJ I iJ I iJ I iJ il 
£!.etm3n~ncry 

t""C!O'~d 

II;.IJM:lm~t 

;:,M I).lll'1· 

11~::.~ 

FlU < 

()~~bll' 
iJil iJ I iJ I iJ I iJ il 

13. Has the number of hours worked within this pharmacy by the proprietor(s) 

providing professional pharmaeist services (e.g. dispet~sing medicines and 

counsel li ng) changed sin~e 1 January 2010? 

Q v., 

0 .., 
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Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Stnvey 

14. Please provide the total number of hours worked per week within this pharmacy by 

the proprietor(s) providing professional pharmacist servkes (e.g. dispensing medicines 

and counselling) ecurrently and as at December 2009 

~r---::::J 

II ::::J 
II ::::J 
rr-~ 
lr-::::J 
II ::::J 

15. Has the number of staff this pharmacy business employs or the composition of staff 

level changed since 1 .Januruy 2010? 

Q v., 
0 .., 
0 I CI~~Ofnll!)l)l)t:C)Nt 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 

16. Please indicate the number of staff employed in this pharmacy as at December 2009 

as full time equivalent(s) (FTE ). 

NOTE: An FTE of 1.0 is equivalettt to wort<ing 38 hours paid hours per week, therefore, 
an FTE ofO.S is equivalent to woti<ing 19 hours per week; 

An Experieneed phannaeist is a Pharm acist who has gai ned at least four years full-time 

experienc:e or the part-time equivalettt as a Community Pbarmaeist; 
A Pharmaeist in Charge is a phannaeist who assumes responsibil ity for the day to clay 

supervision and functioning of a communi ty phal'ln3ey praetic.e; 

A Phannac.ist Manager is a pharmacist responsible to the proprietor for all aspects of 

the business. 

""'' II £t.etm3nt nlr)' 

ti'!'CIO'~d 

I\;.IJM:Im t 

;:,M I).lll'1· 

lime ::.~ 

""'' ()~~blf 

~ II 

iJ II 

~ I ~ I ~ I 

iJ I ~ I ~ I iJ II 

17. Why did you c:hange the staffing level or composition of this pharmacy aftet' 1 

January 2010? 

Please tick all that apply. 

D To ll(ln •~tn tt'.e ele<"'-->30:1tcll'~e~ 

D To u~~ ::.~311' ;:,v,~IIIY 

D To tt"3uc:~e~~on~ 

D To te<~JC:~ ~ m~~ 
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Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

ABOUT THE OPERATION OF YOUR BUSINESS 

18. Please indie:ate the average standard hourly wage rates you are currently paying 

this pharmacy's permanent staff (full·time and part-time staff) and the average standard 

hourly wage rates you were paying these staff in December 2009. 

NOTE: Please exclude all allow ances, incentives and superatmuatiOfl. 

Standard hourly w age rate refers to the base wage rate w ithout any penalties 

c..... 
~bncbnll 

'"'"' .... ,)Qe 1'3!~ 

""~"' ii=j =~:::::~-. ii=j =~:::::~-. ii=j =~:::::~-. ~r--Oil ~r--Oil lr-.;.I ii=j =~..;.~..... . 
""' ~bfd:ll<:l 

110;6tJ' 

.... ,)Qe ,!~ 

19. What is this pharmacy's total expense on salaries and wages to the nearest 
thousand (e.g. $110000 or$555000) in the following financial years'? 

NOTE: Please do not use any dec:imal places, sp.."\Ces or commas in your respott:ae. 
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Phannacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

ABOUT YOUR VIEW ON THE IMPACT AND THE COMPONENTS OF ... 

The following questions reb:e to yoot view on lhe overa1 il11'oJct lhat the PIA has rod on yo11 busi'less and lhe 
imp.Jct of cffferent components of lhe PIA. 

20. Please indicate your overall assessment of the impact of the PIA has had on this 

pharmacy business to date. 

0 "''"""' 
Q Fll~J:w: 

o .... ,., 
0 "'= 
21. Please rate the following provisions in the PIA according to the level of cone-em you 

have for their impact on your business. 

1 = least COhC:enting; 10 = most conc:eming 

NOTE.: A copy of the current PIA can be obtained from: 

httJ!:IIw'ww.guild.org.aufdoesldefault-souree!J!!!blic~ocumentsitab-the;:guiki/PIAIPIA-

Com~lianceJPIAI~annacy.industrv-award.~clf?sfvrsn:2 .. 
~'- ' ' • " 

IM YICIU3l f;eJ!~Iey iilmlr,~.et"J: {C!;,u~~ 

" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

P:!ort<~ J)fe>o(~lOn~ (CI;,u~ U ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C,:.U31 DI'Oo'l!;lOn~ tCixr~ 1 l ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IA!nlmum ~g~~~ fOr o:~ott11m~: /ilnCI 

t l 7.l31 ~~ (CI~t~ 12 6 U ) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1\JCV.';llnce:; (CI:!ou~ U ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~!!!1'1"-<Q O:~(CI:~ou:~ 12 ¥1Ci lS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~.e ¥1<1 pel\;lllf)' 1'3!U (Ciiil!,i~t ::!;) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mnu:lll ::.eG ~"'¥'~ I)"'YY:IOrl~ (CI:!ou~ 27) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 
22. If you find overtime and penalty rates are of eoncem, please rate your level of 

concern for the following: situations where penalty rates apply. 

NOTE: The penal ty rates required under the eurrent PIA are denoted as per~entages 

below. For example, Weekdays--before Sam (e:urrently set at an additional 50%)', means 

that on weekdays before Bam, the eurrent PIA r equires that staff are paid an additional 

SO% on top of their eurrent standard hour1y wage. 

.. ~~ Ml"-.:t" or mc<ltr.=~te 
u~conttm 

N"OO: )l)l)tt )t•l t !O IN~ 

~- l)l\¥r"_ ;:ll:)' tlu:lr>C:: ~ 

Wed!Xtl:r:< • ~ e;:,m (Currvrtt/ ~lit :~~n 

<lCII:It~ :.O~) 
0 0 0 0 

Wed.4ll;r. • r.le!' ~ (CurP'..J'Itt/ ~,.; ¥l 

olCII:It"~2~~) 
0 0 0 0 

Wed!Xtly:< • ~er 1IPfn (CurTVI!t/ ~ .:W: ¥l 

<lCII:It~ :.O~) 
0 0 0 0 

S:lltufi:&)'J • t eol'ore $.30 (CI.Il"tertlfY ~~ ) ! ¥1 0 0 0 0 
olCII:It"~ 10!)~) 

S:lltufi:I.)'J · e~(nttentl)' ~t! :111 3n 0 0 0 0 
<lCII:It~2'~~) 

S:lltufi:&)'J • '~ ( o;rnentl)' ~t! ) ! :~~n 0 0 0 0 
olCII:It"~ :.O~) 

S:lltufi:I.)'J · "~~(nttentl)' ~t! :111 :~~n 0 0 0 0 
<lCII:It~ 7$~) 

S....,CI;:,y {C~~~ '" ) n ~1!0!'1:111 0 0 0 0 
U!ll~) 

P I.OIC HoiCI;li:,O~ (=rtlr)' ~~ '" ;)n 0 0 0 0 
;)CII:ft~ Hil~) 

23. Considet'ihg your answers to the previous question, do you believe there should be 

a c:hange in penalty rates? 

Ov., 
0 .., 
0 - = 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 

24. Please indicate W'bat you believe would be a fair penalty Jo..'lding on top of the 
standard hout1y wage for each of the following time frames: 

H you do not think their should be any change in the cutTent penalty loading, please 

selec-t the same loading as is c:unently set by the PIA for the designated timeframe from 

the drop doYhllist. 

NOTE: The penal ty rates required under the eurrent PIA are denoted as per~entages 

below. For example, Weekdays--before Sam (currehtly set at an addit ional 50%)', means 

that on weekdays before Bam, the eurrent PIA requires that staff are paid an additional 

SO% on top of their eurrent standard hour1y wage. 

W ed!Xtl:r:< • ~ e;:,m (CI.I!!'~':IY :.eo:¥. 
;:,rud!JI~IO!Illl Stl~) 

Wed.4ll;r. • r.le!' ~ (CurP'..J'Itt/ ~¥.¥l 

<lCII:It"~2S~) 

Wed!Xtly:< • ~er 1IPfn (CurTVI!t/ ~ ¥. ¥l 

<lCII:It~ :.O~) 

Slltufi:&)'J • t eol'ore $.3tn (CUI'I"e!!I!Y' ~e! :It 

;l!IHid!JI~iO!Illl l!l!)~) 

S lltufi:I.)'J · e~(nttentl)' ~t! 111 11n 

<lCII:It~2'S~) 

Slltufi:&)'J • '~ ( o;rnentl)' ~t! ll! :~~n 

olCII:It"~ :.O~) 

Soltufi:I.)'J · "~~(nttentl)' ~t! <l! oln 

olCII:It"~ 7$~) 

S....,CI<lY {CU!Tt!lll)' ~~ <ll oln ~1!0!'1:111 

U!ll~) 

PI.OI C HoiCI<lY~ (=rtll)' ~~ <ll oln 

<lCII:It"~ Hil~) 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 
25. What standard hout1y rates would you be willing to pay if the petlalty rates you 

suggested in the previous question were adopted? 

NOTE: Please excJude all allowanees, ineetttives and superannuation i mark as NAif 
you do not wish to provide a response for the specified staff member, Standard hourly 

wage rate refers to the base wage rate without any penalties e.g. the rate paid on 
weekdays from 8am to 7pm. 

StllnCI;:,r d 

I'IOI.rt/•';)(1~ 

r)!~ "ff'N 

.. 'O;.IlCi twe 

• 111tng 0:) 

~;:,y f')t 

£t.etm3nt nlr)' 

ti'!'CIO'~d 

I\;.IJM:Im t 

;:,M I).lll'1· 

lime::.~ 

::::J il iJ I iJ I iJ I ::::J il 

26. Does your pharma~y lease or any other stipulations (e .g. affiliation with a 7·day a 
week medical centre) force you to open during specified hours? 

O v., 
0 .., 
0 - = 
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Pharmacy lndusby Award Online Survey 

27. Does the PIA make any of these hours unvi abl e or unprofitabl e? 

Please tick all that apply. 

NOTE: The penal ty rates required under the eurrent PIA are denoted as per~entages 

below. For example, Weekday s--before Sam (currehtly set at an addit ional 50%)', means 

that on weekdays before Bam, the eurrent PIA r equires that staff are paid an additional 

SO% on top of their eurrent standard hour1y wage. ; 

Reasons for unviable or unprofitable opening hours may incJude the terms in retail 

lease or being affiliated with a 7-day medical center. 

O -w 
D ·~r. tc~~((!;l'l'U-!:tf~e! :~~! :~~n~~a~) 

D ·~r. iil~ 7om(CU!!'et'C:tf~el :ll! :lln »<::J:JoX>3!lS~) 

D ·~r. "~91)m(cUI!'Uc:tt~e! :~~! :~~n »cu:~ ~a~) 

D SI.IQ.In:I.)'J • teotore S:~~m (CI..I!Tt!lll)' ~et '" " " ~1!0!'1:111 1 !1!1~) 

D Slltllfl:l,)'t · e.-som(cUI!'eflltt ~e! :~~1 " " .,~ .:-s"') 

D Slltllfl:l,)'t·SI)r'!'<-91)m (cUI!'eflltt ~t! :ll! iiln iil~ ~) 

D SI.IQ.In:I.)'J • /il!";ee'9pm (~~e! '" " " ;)(ldlll0n:lll 7S"') 

D s uno;:,y {c~~ ~e! ;:,t ;:,n ;)(IOI!IOn;:,l t~) 

D Put-lie HOIICI))'Il (CUI'tertlr)' ~et ~ ¥1 "'"IIOMI 1 Stl~) 
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Pharmacy lndusby Awanl Online Survey 
28. To what extent tlo you a grH or disagree with the following stateme11ts. 

The Pharmacy Industry Awar4 has ••• .,...,, 
"""" 

Nt.-~:.g~ 

"'"' S>nll'lll!t :.gr~t~ N~ iii~IQI:Ile 
d~~ notdl~g'"" 

. .. recbee3 !lie IIUfl'ltoel' Cf ~IT.f ·..:rt}"~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ourtng <;b nt:lllt"CC ~ ll'l tN::. t>l'l:.~cy. 

. .. ~e-3 !lie numtoel' cto;IT.f ·-:rtr -<Q 

~~~. on ·•cctenCI~ f7 P!Jbl c: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

I'IOIICI~ 11'1 111~ pf\iiiiT"---->Xj'. 

. .. re<:lutee~ 0' •1U ~IKe lh~t PCtentiiill fOt 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~:.cy ocenlfl:t "'0~ "~ iom CIUI'll'lll 

ll'tC' • 'eet.. 

••• t e<IUC:ecl Cit" •1D re41Kt lht PCtenHiill fOt 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pf\¥r"--->)ey OI)MII)lJ "'I.r.i on ·• ccle!CI::o. 

. .. re<:~utee~ co-a1U te4Uct lht Detentiiill fOt 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DN~tm:.cy ocen1ng nour::. on go;o:1c: 
IIOIICI~. 

. .. I~ tt'.e '"et1tlllty0f w.ort.!ng 

;)mmge<nefl!$toT nrt~tt::.. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

. .. recbee<l t-u::Ol"~::; $lll~ to IIIC~~!)Y!e.t 

remune!':!l!on ll'llOullfl O~iilnte :.nd 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

•11lfl:r~::. 0:) WO'I. 

• •• lti(U;yA(I »'!!lni:.~I!OII reo;.~~ t ' 

OfO¥j:.e~te~. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

•.. ltlcru~ ~ftC' lime requ~ ' ' orou~ 
<;b!f~~:.ron. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
. .. t e<:IUC:ecl trrf ~!Jty Ill t tt'OIO')' r..t'• 

~emut'~J: ~tll!f. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

••• re<:~utee~ rey ~~~tll t f!'IPIO'/ ~cy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lfltem~ 

. .. f e<:IUC:ecl t:rrJ ~l:t)' t ll lefi'!PlO'/ ~cy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-;~~.~e~ene. 

••• re<:~>.KeCS ~ ;:.DIIt)' 0:) t f!'IPIO'/ Uw.31 

<;~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

. .. t e<:IUC: e<:l !~ l'ii'IIIIX I:Il ~~!JtyOf my 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~~ 

• •• recbl:e<l ~ c:onfll~on ~1'10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
minimum t mp!Opnent ~n:emene. 
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THE IMPACT OF PIA ON YOUR FUTURE BUSINESS DECISIONS 

29. To what extent a re you ~oneerned that the PIA w ill influence the following 

ehamcteristie..s of this pharmacy business in the future? 
u r_,ooo Of mc<lel'lllte .. ~- ~~ 

u*"con~ N~ ;llppilt:ll!lle 

~ling !'~Cur. ctlnl ~ commUI'Ilf)' 0 0 0 0 
p!\/ilrmxy 

N"~ ol~l lfme emP'Oyn~ 0 0 0 0 
Stlln'lfl:l le'.ret~~mntJ:~~ftii\OI.il":i 0 0 0 0 
Stll!l\ng lt>~1 Ol.iltng ~~on 0 0 0 0 
w.'ertencll~ 

.<.Dil l)" tor t ill$ p!\iill'l'!l.XY Ill J)!OYII:IIe 

tn~ng pe;,~ l'or~cy lfl!em~ :~~nell 
0 0 0 0 

'""'""' 
Ou:lilf)' 0:1)t~:;lon~1er-o1Ce~ tl"i~ 0 0 0 0 
commU!'I~ pf\4!'m:~~cy can~ 

The 0\~1 co:t ct com~?~~~ W!~tl'lt 

POA 
0 0 0 0 

W :ll';e II'!Cr.>YA~ 0 0 0 0 
P~:!Uit~ :llncl OYe!llmt Ni!CI 0 0 0 0 
Su=<nt~~ prOI'-~11"1 0 0 0 0 

30. If you ~oukl change one component in the PIA that would have the best outcome for 

this pharmacy, W'bat would that change be and W'hy? 

Please answer in SO words or less. 

· I 
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